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Specializing in Candid Wedding Photography  

Why choose Jason as your wedding photographer?
 
Because of Jason’s unique personality, sense of humor and energy 
that all combine to produce a focus, creativity and candidness to the 
wedding images he produces and delivers to every wedding client.  
Jason has traveled all over the world, and lived abroad for nearly a 
decade in Asia.  What he learned to see from those experiences adds 
an ineffable quality to his work.

Why does Jason love photography?  Is it his passion?  

Too cliche, and nothing about Jason or his work or his life is cliche.  
Jason lives for moments because perfection can only ever exist for a 
single moment.  Photographs have the ability to make those 
moments last longer.  They are a way to present to the world a 
moment of perfection found, for Jason views photography as a 
constant search.  You will notice Jason looking piercingly all the time 
while photographing your wedding, searching for moments of 
perfection, a dedicated work ethic stemming from a desire to 
produce better images than he ever has before, constantly trying to 
top himself.

Why does Jason use artist’s choice for photographs?
 
Because Jason offers a set number of photographs with each wedding 
package chosen specifically by him representing the best of each 
part of your wedding day.  This results in very fast turnaround times 
for finished photographs.  Options are available to purchase all 
images taken if so desired. 
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Specializing in Candid Wedding Photography  

Do you offer wedding albums?  Any other cool stuff? 

Yes!  The highest quality wedding albums are available and designed by 
Jason himself.  The Deluxe & Grand Candid Wedding Packages include 
albums.  Wedding albums can be ordered as an option for the Special 
Candid Wedding Package.  Other cool photography products include 
canvas gallery wrap prints and photo pillows, mugs, tote bags and eco 
water bottles.  Photo postcards are included with every candid wedding 
package and the Grand Candid Wedding Package also includes a 12-
month photo calendar.  All cool photo products are available to order as 
options with any candid wedding photography package.

A" this sounds great.  What do I do next?
Contact Jason to setup a free wedding consultation at the location of your 
choice.  

PHONE:  813-240-5357  

EMAIL:  jason@jasoncollinphotography.com

FACEBOOK:  www.facebook.com/jasoncollinphotography

At the consultation you will get to know Jason and see if his candid 
wedding photography services are a good match for what you want for 
your wedding.  Jason will show a variety of print and digital photo 
products.

How can I pay ?  Do you accept credit cards? 

Yes, you can pay by credit card, personal check, bank check or cash!
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